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Abstract 
WiMAX ability to support different types of services 

such as web browsing and email, however, for 

services that require real-time, such as voice over IP 

(VoIP) and video conferencing, its Quality of Service 

(QoS) is inferior to traditional wired Internet due to 

packet loss over wireless mediums. For this paper, we 

use OPNET to prove that when decrees the power of 

WiMAX it's affect in QoS for video conferencing, 

specifically we analyze the data loss. 

Keywords: WiMAX, QoS, Video 

Conferencing(VC), Power, Base Station(BS), 

Data Loss.  

1. Introduction 

With the great development in the science of 

networks, the speed of internet broadband 

increase, This trend has been further aided by the 

growing number of applications that support 

video conferencing such as Skype, Windows 

Live Messenger، These applications are uses in 

many services such as Businesses web meetings, 

implement distance education programs, keep in 

touch with friends and family and  general public 

uses. 

For all this the popularity of video 

conferencing has grown more and more 

however, video conferencing is only available to 

customers with a high-speed, high quality 

internet connection. Video conferencing requires 

at least 128 kbps (kilobits per second) of band 

width both upstream and downstream for 

acceptable quality [1], which is only available 

with high-speed internet connections such as 

ADSL and cable. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Video Conferencing 

2. WiMAX 

WiMAX, the Worldwide Interoperability for 

Microwave Access, is a telecommunications 

technology that provides for the wireless 

transmission of data in a variety of ways, ranging 

from point-to-point links to full mobile cellular-

type access. The WiMAX forum describes 

WiMAX as a standards-based technology 

enabling the delivery of last mile wireless 

broadband access as an alternative to cable and 

Digital Subscriber Line (DSL)[2].  

There are two types of WiMAX 

services, mobile and fixed. Mobile WiMAX 

enables users to access internet while traveling, 

and fixed WiMAX provides wireless internet 

access to fixed clients within a fixed radius. 
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2.1 WiMAX Transmission Power 

One of the challenges of designing for mobile 

WiMAX is its long range, since WiMAX 

networks typically achieve coverage of about 1 

km per cell or base station [4]. To achieve long 

range, WiMAX networks require an optimized 

power profile from the base station to the 

components in the mobile device or any fixed 

workstation. For long range, high transmitter 

power is require but there is a limit. Designers 

and analyzers must find the optimal balance 

between high transmitter power and low power 

consumption to ensure robust links, high data 

rates, and good range for WiMAX services. 

WiMAX must simultaneously handle voice over 

Internet Protocol (VoIP), data, and video 

transmissions. Voice and video require managing 

the bandwidth and priority of transmission, 

which is a quality of service (QoS) component. 

A typical WiMAX base station transmits at 

power levels of approximately +43dBm (20W) 

and a WiMAX mobile station (MS) typically 

transmits at +23 dBm (200mW) [4]. However, 

because WiMAX uses much higher modulation 

orders to achieve higher throughput, WiMAX 

requires a high SNR [4]. There is a large 

difference between downlink power (from the 

BS to the MS) and uplink power (from the MS to 

the BS), so mobile WiMAX networks are 

severely uplink limited. 

 

WiMAX operates at high data rates and 

uses frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) 

with modulations from QPSK to 64-QAM, and is 

an all-IP-based network [4]. Mobile WiMAX 

networks employ a number of techniques to 

achieve longer range, including higher 

transmitter power, sub channelization, and 

adaptive modulation [4]. 

3. Video Conferencing (VC) 

Video conferencing involves the transfer of 

audio and video between two users (point-to 

point) or multiple users (multi-point). 

 

Most businesses and hospitals have 

relied on videoconferencing (VC) hardware to 

perform meetings, interviews, presentations or 

even tele-medicine procedures for many years. 

With the capabilities it provides more 

applications including instant messaging, 

telephony[3]. 

 

3.1 QoS for Video Conferencing 

 

The video is encoded as a sequence of video 

frames, with frame rates ranging from 8 fps 

(frames per second) for low-bandwidth, low 

quality video, to 30 fps or higher for high-quality 

video. The video is compressed using lossy 

compression codecs such as MPEG-4 or H.264 

to save bandwidth. Compression ratios range 

from 1:10 up to 1:500, depending on the 

compression codec and video quality. This 

allows for high-quality video to be transmitted 

with as little as 256 kbps of bandwidth [1], rather 

than several megabits per second without 

compression. Lossless compression can also be 

used, but it has much lower compression ratios 

and the difference in quality between lossless 

and lossy video compression is not noticeable to 

most users.   

 

Video conferences are conducted at 

various video resolutions. Higher resolutions are 

always preferred, but they require high data rates 

in order to maintain good quality video. Video 

resolution ranges from 128x96 for cell-phone 

video conferencing to 1920x1080 for important 

business or political video conferences.[1] 

Table 1: shows a comparison of the video quality used 

in video conferencing [1]: 

Table 1: Quality and their Parameters 

Use Video 

Resolution 

(Pixels) 

    Video 

Data 

Rate 

(kbps) 

Video 

Frame 

Rate (fps) 

 

Low-Quality PC 160x120 128 10 

Medium-Quality PC 320x240 256 15 

High-Quality PC 640x480 512 30 
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4. OPNET Simulation 

For this paper we use OPNET (14.5) simulator to 

simulate two WiMAX users using video 

conferencing in two various scenarios. Our basic 

parameters have the following:   

• 10W BS transmitter power, 2W user transmitter 

power 

• QPSK uplink modulation, 64-QAM downlink 

modulation  

• 128KB downlink buffer, 64KB uplink buffer 

• Antenna gain 15 dbi for BS, 14 dbi for users 
 

Figure 2: Scenario Topology using OPNET 

4.1 The First Scenario 

We use our basic parameter, and apply it on 

OPNET simulator for 1 minute to get the result 

in figure 3 and figure 4. 

4.2 The Second Scenario 

We decrease the power in our basic parameters 

to 1W for BS and 0.2W for users, when we apply 

this parameter for 1 minute on OPNET simulator 

we get the result as shown in figure 1 and figure2  

5. Results and Discussion  

We discuss two results, for video and voice in 

next section from this paper in points (5.1) and 

(5.2) as the below   

  

5.1 Analyses for Video 

 
Figure 3 shows the data send and data receive in 

video for the two scenarios  

 

Figure 3: Data Send and Data Receive in 

Video for the Two Scenarios 
 

Blue: data sent, 10W for BS, 2W for user 

Cyan: data receive, 10W for BS, 2W for user 

Red: data sent, 1W for BS, 0.2W for user  

Yellow: data receive, 1W for BS, 0. 2W for user 
 

From result of figure 3, we found the data loss 

ratio for the two scenarios as bellow: 

 

5.1.1 For the first scenario, when BS 10W 

and user 2W 
 

Average of data sent = 65,166.667 bps 

Average of data receive = 61,018.519 bps 

Data loss = data sent – data receive = 65,166.667 

– 61,018.519 = 4,148.148 bps 

Data loss ratio= (data loss / data sent) * 100 = 

(4,148.148 / 65,166.667) * 100 = 6.4% 

 

5.1.2 For the second scenario, when BS 

1W and user 0.2W 
 

Average of data sent= 65,006.325 bps 

Average of data receive 48,297.872 bps 

Data loss = data sent – data receive = 56,006.325 

– 48,297.872 = 16,708.453 bps 

Data loss ratio= (data loss / data sent) * 100 = 

(16,708.453 \ 65,006.325) * 100 = 25.7% 
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From the two results of the scenarios we found 

the data loss in first scenario is less than the data 

loss in second scenario.   

 

5.2 Analysis for Voice 
 

Figure 4 shows the data send and data receive in 

voice for the two scenarios. 

 

 
Figure 4: Data Send and Data Receive 

 

Blue: data sent, 10W for BS, 2W for user 

Cyan: data receive, 10W for BS, 2W for user 

Red: data sent, 1W for BS, 0.2W for user  

Yellow: data receive, 1W for BS, 0.2W for user 
 

From result of figure 4, and using the same 

calculate occur to the video, we found the data 

loss ratio for the two scenarios as bellow: 

 

5.2.1 For the First Scenario, when BS 

10W and user 2W 
 

Data loss ratio "all must" = 1% 

 

5.2.2 For the second scenario, when BS 

1W and user 0.2W 
 

Data loss ratio "all must" = 5% 

 

From the two results of the scenarios we found 

the data loss in first scenario is less than the data 

loss in second scenario. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper we prove that when we increase the 

power in WiMax network, the data loss for video 

and voice in video conferencing application is 

decreasing. 
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